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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we present hardware accelerators created with high-level synthesis techniques for sparse and
dense matrix multiplication operations. The cores can operate with different precisions and are designed
to be integrated in a heterogeneous CPU-FPGA system for Edge AI applications. The methodology involves
quantization-sparsity aware training and it is applied to a case study consisting of human activity classification.
We initially investigate the effects of quantization and sparsity on the accuracy of neural networks with
convolution, dense and recurrent layers observing better tolerance to pruning when recurrent layers are
present. Then, we propose the hardware accelerators that can switch precision at run-time and work with any
matrix size up to a maximum configured at compile time. We compare the performance of these accelerators at
different levels of precision and sparsity levels and create a performance model to enable workload balancing.
The results show that the proposed sparse matrix multipliers can outperform dense multipliers when sparsity
levels are higher than 70% and the improvements are more evident when higher precision arithmetic or
structural pruning is used. Additionally, sparsity levels as high as 99% can maintain the level of accuracy
required in the network especially when recurrent layers are deployed. Overall, the balance between sparse and
dense performance depends on matrix shape, precision, structural pruning and sparsity levels and performance
modelling can be used to balance concurrent execution in a heterogeneous configuration.
1. Introduction

Over the last few years, novel hardware for deep-learning in AI
from well-known companies and start-ups have entered the market,
focusing on high energy-efficiency/performance and low cost. These
devices generally focus on supporting network inference, and they
analyse data produced near the sensor locations under strict constraints
of performance and power. On the other hand, GPUs remain dominant
in the area of training [1], although some hardware is optimized
for both training and inference such as the Graphcore Intelligence
Processing Unit (IPU) [2]. These IPUs are massively-parallel, mixed-
precision floating-point processors made available as PCIe cards. The
cost and power of these devices mean that they are more suitable
for cloud deployments (as done with Google TPUs) rather than at
the network edge. At the network edge, real-time inference of deep
neural networks (DNNs) on custom hardware has become increasingly
relevant with low-precision arithmetic and training frameworks such
as the 8 bit EdgeTPU Google devices and TensorFlow Lite [3]. In
addition to custom hardware, configurable solutions based on FPGAs
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have shown significant promise thanks to their ability to fit the archi-
tecture to the problem and exploit arbitrary precision arithmetic and
sub-byte precision. Very high-performance solutions on FPGAs have
been obtained using dataflow architectures and binary arithmetic [4].
The challenge is that such extreme quantization levels can result in
a precision degradation, and the dataflow architectures tend to be
very resource-intensive for complex neuron models. This limits the size
of the neural networks that can be deployed in small FPGA devices.
More recently [5], it has been argued that some neuron layers may
be more accommodating for aggressive quantization, whereas others
may require more expensive arithmetic advocating the advantages of
multi-precision arithmetic. A well known approach to accelerate neural
network computation is to map the neural network layer arithmetic
into large matrix multiplication operations [6] via data duplication and
reorganization. Matrix multiplication acceleration based on combined
sparse and dense arithmetic with multi-precision arithmetic as pro-
posed in this research could select the optimal hardware configuration
depending on the task. Motivated by these observations, this paper
makes the following contributions:
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• We investigate the effects of deep quantization and pruning on ac-
curacy with convolutional and recurrent layers targeting a motion
detection application.

• We create high-performance hardware for multiple-precision
arithmetic for adaptive dense and sparse matrix calculations and
develop simple performance models for run-time use.

• We investigate threshold levels in function of sparsity, precision,
structural pruning and matrix shape in which the sparse hardware
is faster or slower than the dense.

• We release the IP open-source to facilitate further research in this
field at
https://github.com/eejlny/gemm_spmm

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews state-of-the-art
ardware for edge deployments showing that current state-of-the-art
ustom hardware focuses on 8 bit precision and dense matrix oper-
tions. It also reviews mixed and arbitrary precision which is more
uitable for reconfigurable hardware and concludes that sparse op-
rators are an area open to new research. Section 3 presents our
ethodology and application problem. Section 4 investigates the effects

f accuracy of deep network pruning and quantizing with and without
ecurrent layers. Section 5 propose the hardware for high-performance
ense and sparse multi-precision matrix multipliers. Section 6 compares
he performance and complexity of this hardware mapped to a low-
ost edge device in the form of a Zynq 7020 device. Finally, Section 7
oncludes this paper and proposes future work.

. Background and related work

In the following sections we present and overview of state-of-the-art
ardware for neural network hardware and matrix accelerators.

.1. 8/16 bit precision hardware

Edge computing is seen as a solution to the latency and privacy is-
ues associated with cloud computing, but a major challenge is running
I workloads on computing resources limited by power and capa-
ilities [7]. Typically, edge devices are specialized for inference and
upport low-precision arithmetic such as 8 bit integers. For example,
yrfalcon’s matrix processing engine (MPE) uses processor-in-memory

echniques to compute neural network models. The 2803 chip [8]
elivers 24TOPS/W and consumes a minimum power of 700 mW.
imilarly, Google offers a low-cost and low-power version of the Google
PU called EdgeTPU [9] that can run dedicated convolutional neural
etworks with 8 bit precision. The systolic array size in the EdgeTPU
s much smaller than the cloud configuration at around 64 × 64
ult-add cells, resulting in 4TOPS at 480 MHz. FPGA vendors such

s Xilinx have also focused on inference, with the Xilinx DPU [10]
nit. This unit contains register configuration, the data controller,
nd convolution computing modules optimized for the FPGA hardware
esources. An encapsulated scheduler can assign tasks to multiple DPUs
nd tools are available, such as Dsight, to monitor performance. It
ses a systolic array architecture for matrix multiplications and packs
bit operators into the device DSP blocks. Intel also offers FPGA-based

olutions that can be targeted with their OpenVino [11] toolkit that
as, as main components, the model optimizer and inference engine.
penVino takes as input a trained network, using a framework such as
ensorFlow/Keras, and optimizes it to target Intel hardware that can
e their own CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, or devices such as the NCS2, based
n the Myriad Vision Processing Unit (VPU). The VPU has 16 VLIW
eneral-purpose programmable cores, optimized for vision processing
orkloads, and includes a neural compute engine to accelerate tensor
atrix calculations. The VLIW cores also enable other algorithms, unre-

ated to deep learning, although the current OpenVINO toolset focuses
ust on supporting recurrent and convolutional neural networks. The
PU uses 16 bit floating-point arithmetic instead of integer arithmetic.
owever, these more complex data types, compared with fixed-point
rithmetic, also imply that performance must be lower at the same
ilicon size.
2

2.2. Sub-byte precision hardware

The neural network hardware presented so far does not support
sub-byte precision, but this has received significant attention especially
in FPGA solutions configured with arbitrary precision types. FINN [4]
and hls4 ml [12] are two well-developed frameworks supporting arbi-
trary precision hardware in FPGAs. Hls4lm has been shown to achieve
very high performance on very low latency problems such as parti-
cle colliders. It uses quantization-aware training and pruning based
on the QKERAS library and exports the resulting configuration as a
C++ Vivado HLS description ready to be implemented in the FPGA.
The proposed example neural network in [12] consists of 3 dense
layers and a softmax layer with a precision of 14 bits with 6 integer
bits. Pruning introduces a lot of weights set to zero that do not need
hardware resources, reducing the hardware complexity of the dataflow
architecture significantly. Pruning does not affect latency because the
non-zero weights define the longest path so the depth of the network
remains unchanged. FINN also uses this concept of dataflow computing
with Vivado HLS C++ descriptions. It focused originally in supporting
binarized neural networks on FPGAs and it has now been extended
to arbitrary precision. The binarized FINN obtains high performance
and low memory cost using XNOR-popcount-threshold data-paths with
all the parameters stored in on-chip memory. FINN has a streaming
multilayer pipeline architecture where every layer is composed of a
compute engine surrounded by input/output buffers. A FINN engine
implements the matrix–vector products of fully-connected layers or
the matrix–matrix products of convolution operations. Each engine
computes binarized products and then compares against a threshold for
binarized activation. A similar binarized solution is used in [6] where it
initially transfers the convolution operations into matrix multiplication
by unfolding and duplicating inputs and rearranging the weights. The
system uses a dataflow architecture to map full networks to a large
Zynq device 7z100. The dataflow architecture uses a balanced pipeline,
with buffers to smooth out the flow of computations, and achieves very
high throughput. The limitation in this previous work is the complexity
of dataflow computation means that only small networks with few
layers and filters can be mapped before hardware sharing is required.
An alternative to reduce complexity without the extreme quantization
used in binary networks is presented in [13]. This assigns variable bit
widths to layers with a general reduction in precision for deeper layers.
The PEs (processing elements) support bit-serial multiplication, and the
weight bits are sent serially with additional PEs used to compensate
for the lower throughput of the bit-serial architecture, which is much
simpler than bit-parallel multiplication hardware. The concept of using
mixed-precision hardware is also explored in [14] which proposes a
scheduling strategy to distribute real-time tasks associated with sensor
data acquisition, inference and action on a heterogeneous system that
combines an FPGA and CPU. The FPGA inference accelerator sup-
ports precisions from 8 to 64 bits, resulting in different computation
times that the scheduler needs to consider. Sub-byte neural networks
have also been explored in general purposed microprocessor architec-
tures suitable. 3pxnet [15] considers binarized networks so inputs and
weights are binary values and can be −1 0 1. It explores a concept
called sparse binarized for weights that consists on initially training
a ternary network (so values are −1, 1 and 0) and then sparsified so
it increases the number of zeros. Then it groups 1, −1 and 0 so the
active weights (−1 and 1) are aligned in 32 bit words and the zeros
are together in other 32 bit words. Then the active 32 bit words are
formed by −1 and 1 and need to be multiplied while the zero words
can be ignore. So the ternary matrix has now become a sparse binary
matrix. The multiplication with 1 and −1 can be done with XNOR and
bitcounting coding (instead of proper multiplication) 1 as 1 and −1
as 0. The overhead is that the active weights aligned and grouped in
32 bit words is a constraint that means that the accuracy of the network
suffers. They try to use permutation techniques to compensate for this.

In Tfnet [16] focuses on ternary weights and 4 bit inputs and the main
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idea is to proposed efficient ways to performance multiple sub-byte
multiply accumulate operands with a single 32 bit mult instruction.
The approach packs the sub-byte operands into 32 bit operands and
swaps the bytes of one of them. The result of performing a standard
32 bit multiplication is that as long as there are no overflows from
the low-significant bits the upper 8 bits contain the result of the dot-
product operation of the sub-byte components. The limitations of this
approach is that functionality is presented using unsigned numbers
which could affect the accuracy of the neural network that benefits
from using positive and negative weights and the effort of the packing
and unpacking operations could dilute the reduce number of mac
instructions.

2.3. Sparse/dense matrix hardware

The application of sparse matrix multiplication is not that frequent
in FPGA-based neural network hardware. The irregular memory access
represents an overhead for hardware acceleration compared with dense
hardware, and pruning-aware training must be able to insert a large
number of zeros without affecting accuracy for this approach to be
worthwhile. Recently, new implementations have been proposed [17]
to support these operations in the machine learning field. These al-
gorithms mainly utilize multi-core CPUs or many-core GPUs [18,19].
Several studies have investigated the optimization of SpMV on hard-
ware and FPGAs [20–22]. This research has focused on high-end HPC
FPGA-based systems optimizing the irregular memory access to external
DRAM data. None have investigated multi-precision support and its
impact on accuracy, performance and complexity compared with dense
hardware as done in this paper. We call our approach multi-precision
because the accelerators are designed to be controlled by a CPU such
as the ARM processor available in the Zynq device. In this scenario the
CPU offloads matrix multiplication tensors serially to the accelerator
and switches on a layer per layer basis between different precisions.
This is useful when large models need to be deployed in small devices
that cannot support hardware for each layer simultaneously.

High-end cards are also targeted by general libraries for matrix
processing created by Xilinx (https://github.com/Xilinx/gemx/) that
are specialized for PCIe accelerator cards and large FPGA families
(e.g. Xilinx Virtex Utrascale, Xilinx Alveo) and do not support low-end
devices such as the Zynq 7000 considered in this research. Another
approach targeting high-end accelerator cards is presented in [23]
that compares different parallel strategies such as pipelining-dataflow,
tiling, vectorization and systolic architectures applied to a matrix mul-
tiplication problem. The paper investigates these techniques using a
high-end Xilinx Alveo accelerator card and shows the potential of
systolic architectures to deliver very high throughput with a large
resource usage of logic and memory.

Other previous work has aimed at creating optimized arithmetic cir-
cuits specialized on certain types of neural networks such as CNN [24]
or LSTM [25]. In this research, we focus on creating a hardware
library with dense and sparse hardware multiplier accelerators suitable
for FPGA deployment that can then be used with a standard frame-
work such as Tensorflow Lite running on ARM CPUs. The idea is that
the proposed hardware library can be used as a compute resource
of dense/sparse operators moving execution of the matrix operations
from the ARM device to the FPGA on hybrid devices such as Zynq.
Although, it is clear that the achievable performance will be lower
than customized or pure hardware solutions, we aim at ease of use
and general usability. We use pruning/quantization algorithms part of
Tensorflow rather than trying to create our own.

3. Methodology and case study

The methodology is based on the recent support of quantization-
sparsity aware training added to Keras and Tensorflow. Keras is a
popular high-level neural network API written in Python. It is very
3

well integrated with TensorFlow to facilitate neural network develop-
ment. Recently, to simplify the procedure of quantizing Keras models,
QKeras [26] has been proposed as a quantization extension to Keras
that provides a drop-in replacement for layers performing arithmetic
operations. This allows for efficient training of quantized versions of
Keras models. In addition, modern Tensorflow libraries also support
adaptive pruning of a neural network using techniques such as poly-
nomial decay where the network is pruned in steps towards a final
sparse value and training allows to recover accuracy as pruning is
performed to deeper levels. Combining the quantization capabilities of
QKERAS and the pruning of Tensorflow enables the study of highly
optimized neural models with a reduced number of parameters and bits
per parameter. This quantization-pruning aware training libraries and
tools are a critical enabling technology to understand the level these
optimizations can be deployed without hurting accuracy.

The use case application under consideration consists of an activity
detection system using accelerometer and gyroscope sensors to classify
user activity into 6 different classes: walking, walking upstairs, walking
downstairs, sitting, lying down, and running. All data are normalized
to the range [−1, 1]. The accelerometer sensor produces triaxial accel-
eration (total acceleration) and the estimated body acceleration, while
the gyroscope produces triaxial angular velocity [27]. The model con-
sists of convolutional, max pooling, LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory),
concatenation, and finally, fully-connected layers, as shown in Fig. 1
and originally proposed in [28]. LSTM are recurrent layers capable
of learning long-term dependencies, and they avoid the vanishing
gradient problem during training typical of standard recurrent layers.
They are not very well supported in edge deep learning accelerators,
with support either being on-going work or not possible due to the
accelerators’ specialized pipelines. The data for the model has been
obtained with a sampling rate of 50 Hz and, according to the data
set documentation, each of the data samples corresponds to 2.56 s of
activity. Consequently, there are 50*2.56 = 128 samples per sensor
and axis. There are three axes, so a total of 128 × 3 values form an
input into the neural network. There are about 25 samples in each
activity window (another activity replaces an activity after 25 samples)
in the data set, so each activity window corresponds to approximately
25*2.56 = 64 s.

4. Pruning and quantization accuracy analysis

The combination of quantization and pruning has the potential
for significant performance improvements, but any possible impacts
on accuracy should be minimized. In this section, we are considering
quantization from float to 8 bit, 4 bit (quad) and 2 bit (ternary).
We focus on power of 2 precision because our hardware accelerators
support a general processor interface with AXI channels that have
power of two bit-widths. This simplifies how weights and activations
are packed for data transfer. We compare the results with the original
float precision, and we also consider binary precision. Binarized neural
networks have received significant attention over the last years [29]
since as previously indicated the multiplication and additions oper-
ations gets reduce to simple XORing and bit counting which can be
implemented very efficiently both in hardware and software. Efficient
implementations in software require ISAs that support bit counting
instructions which is not the case on some popular ISAs such as ARMv6
used in Cortex M microcontrollers but are available in other Cortex A
class processor or RISCV. Although this is an area of active research
and significant advances have been made on binarized neural network
training, it is important to note that previous work has shown that
binarized networks affect accuracy significantly especially for more
complex problems [16]. This is something we have also observed in
the following experiments for this case study.

In a binarized network, only two values are present −1 (coded as 0)
and 1 coded as 1, and this implies that pruning is not applicable since
there are no 0s in the weights or activations. On the other hand, ternary

https://github.com/Xilinx/gemx/
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Fig. 1. Motion detection neural network.
Fig. 2. Sub-byte convolutional accuracy analysis.

or 2 bit networks include −1, 0 and 1 and consequently it is possible to
prune and increase the number of 0s in the weights. Similar to binary
networks, ternary networks do not need multiplication hardware since
only subtractions and additions are required. However, the operations
require additions and subtractions and are more complex than simple
XORing an bit-counting. Additionally, the memory requirements basi-
cally double from 1 bit to 2 bits. Figs. 2 and 3 show the accuracy of
the neural network of Fig. 1 configured with LSTM layers enabled and
disabled. The 𝑋-axis shows pruning increasing from 0% (dense) to a
maximum possible of 99% (99% of weights are set to zero). The 𝑌 -axis
shows the accuracy for each of the possible arithmetic precision under
consideration. As expected, the binary configuration is not affected by
4

Fig. 3. Sub-byte LSTM https://www.overleaf.com/projectaccuracy analysis.

pruning, but it is also evident that the accuracy is significantly lower
compared with the other investigated precisions. We have set 90% as
the lower accuracy we want to obtain, and the figure shows that this is
not achievable by the binarised network. The vertical arrows represent
the points at which accuracy degrades below 90% for the 2 bit, 4 bit
and 8 bit precisions. This occurs at 90% pruning for 2 bit, 95% pruning
for 4 bit and 98% pruning for 8 bit accuracy and the crossing point for
8 bit accuracy is comparable to the floating-point case. It is clear that
deeper quantization results in a lower level of acceptable pruning. This
is expected since we are removing information from two parameters.
Fig. 3 shows the same analysis when the LSTM layers shown in Fig. 1
are enabled. The figure shows a clear displacement of the vertical lines

https://www.overleaf.com/projectaccuracy
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towards the right, which indicates that the addition of the LSTM layer
means that a higher level of pruning can be supported at the same
accuracy. This is particularly interesting if we observe the effects of
the LSTM layers for the cases with 0% pruning and with floating-point
precision. In both cases, we see that for this application, the positive
effects of the LSTM layers at full precision and no pruning are very
small. On the other hand, the prune and low precision networks show
the positive effects of the LSTM layers in a much clearer way. For
example, with LSTM layers, the 8 bit precision network can support
pruning to 99% and maintain the required accuracy higher than 90%.
We can conclude that the addition of LSTM layers helps compensate for
the loss of information caused by pruning and quantization.

5. GEMM and SPMM accelerator hardware

Fig. 4 compares the parallelism exploited in the GEMM (General
matrix multiplication) and SPMM (SParse Matrix dense Matrix Multi-
plication) hardware which use tiling, vectorization and streaming.

5.1. GEMM hardware

GEMM is well suited for parallel computing since all the multipli-
cations of the row and column elements can be done in parallel. A
naïve implementation in hardware will simply buffer matrix A and
B in the FPGA, and it will then compute the multiplication. This is
effective, but it is very resource-intensive and can quickly overwhelm
the BRAM and DSP resources available in a small device such as the
zynq7020 considered in this work. Our preliminary studies show that
the maximum matrix size possible is limited to around 256 × 256
elements. An alternative is to buffer only one row of A and a number
of B columns and then work in the multiplication in parallel as shown
in 4 for the GEMM case. The amount of parallelism is defined by
two values BW and BH with higher values meaning that more DSP
blocks work in parallel. In this approach a tile is formed by one row
of A and a number of columns of B with BW and BH defining the
amount of coarse vectorization while finer vectorization is done at the
32 bit word level depending on precision. So if the BW value is 16
and BH is 2 then the level of coarse vectorization is 32 and the level
of fine vectorization depends on the precision and can be 4, 8 or 16.
In each clock cycle a number of elements from the A row defined by
BH are multiplied in parallel by a number of elements from B_block
defined by BW*BH producing BW partial results as shown in Fig. 5.
A larger BH implies that more accesses are done in parallel to the
internal memory buffers so additional memory partitioning is needed.
We create hardware using Vivado HLS, and C++ in which the maximum
matrix sizes possible is defined by the values SN*SM and SM*SP, and
the hardware supports the multiplication of any combination of matrix
shapes up to these values. The main constrain is that memory allocated
in the FPGA needs to be sufficient to store the area BW* SM. There is
a trade-off between the largest matrix supported, and the amount of
parallelism exploited that depends on the value of BW which is defined
at compile-time. At run-time, the user can deploy any matrix size up
to the maximum values choosing any matrices below these maximum
dimensions. This is important in neural network applications since as
it can be seen in the different layers of Fig. 1, the matrix size will
change depending on the active layer. Packing weights and activations
in GEMM is simple, and we define all interfaces at 32 bit widths for all
matrices so in a word there are 4 8 bit, 8 4 bit and 16 2 bit values. For
example, setting the maximum matrix size supported to 2048 × 2048
32 bit words allows a value of BW of 32, and this means that 128,
256 and 512 multiplications are performed in parallel for the different
precision widths of 8 bit, 4 bit and 2 bit, respectively. Notice that
in the 2 bit ternary implementation the values of −1 and 1 can be
handle with subtractions and additions and the value of zero can be
ignored but in our FPGA hardware, the synthesis engine obtains a more
efficient implementation without DSPs using simply the multiplication
5

operator instead of using an if-else approach to define subtractions
and additions. This approach supports large matrix sizes with feasible
implementations in small FPGA devices as shown in Section 7. An
alternative to the proposed architecture are the systolic approaches
proposed in [23] that can deliver very high throughput but they tend
to be optimized for larger devices. For example, tests of the systolic
approach used in [23] on a Zynq Ultrascale MPSOC ZU9 device which
is approximately 5–10 larger than the Zynq 7020 used in this research
reveals that a matrix size of 2048 × 2048 integers requires 400%
percent of the available memory resources. Tiling strategies could be
used to reduce these requirements however this is not readily available
in [23] to evaluate overheads. Fig. 6 shows the interfaces used by the
GEMM HLS block. A 2 bit input precision switches between 8 bit, 4 bit
and 2 bit operating modes. 32 bit inputs are used to bring packed data
from memory for input matrices A and B while outputs are generated
non-packed in output C with a precision of 16 bits to avoid possible
overflows. Additional inputs are available to define the shape of the
matrices being multiplied.

5.2. SPMM hardware

The SPMM hardware is based on our previous work of an SPMV ac-
celerator presented in [30] that has been extended to support multiple
precisions and full matrix multiplication of a sparse matrix (weights)
and one dense matrix (activations). The SPMV accelerator has been
designed to support the popular CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) format
to store sparse matrices, and it avoids having to buffer full chunks of
the input matrices using a streaming dataflow architecture. It consists
of an input stage, streaming mapping layers, compute stage, streaming
mapping layers and output stage. Fig. 8 shows a simplified view of
hardware corresponding to one thread and how the stream buffers
provide sequential access to the col_index, values and row_index data,
representing the sparse matrix. The computational engine reads the
row_index data and calculates the number of elements in each row.
Note that the number of elements in each row is the difference between
two adjacent indexes in the row_index stream. Using this number of
elements in each row, the compute engine reads data from col_index
and values. The col_index content is used to access the proper element
in x vector (i.e., the dense matrix vectors) pre-fetched into the local
memory. Then the x element is multiplied to the values data and
accumulates in a register inside the compute engine. After finishing
the computation associated with a row, the result is sent out as the
corresponding y value. Then, the compute engine reads the next el-
ement from the row_index stream, ready for calculating the next y
element. Dataflow optimizations are also used to overlap how the
multiple columns of the activation matrix are processed in SPMM.

The streaming mapping layers reformat and distribute the data
received from its input buffers among its output buffers. The compute
stage consists of a number of parallel processes or threads that work
in parallel in different areas of the non-zero input values. In this work,
the number of processes or hardware threads is 4, that is the maximum
number that can be supported with the memory and logic resources
available in the Zynq 7020 device. Fig. 4 shows for SPMM how each
hardware thread works on a tile that is formed by the full matrix B and
variable size A depending on how many non-zeros are present in each
block. Each hardware thread is responsible for processing the same
number of non-zeros and the distribution of work among the hardware
threads is done automatically by the hardware. The original hardware
targets 32 bit floating-point precision and all the interfaces for matrix
A, B, and C had 32 bit widths. We are now deploying integer precision
of 8, 4 and 2 bits and this implies that an important consideration is bit
packing. The FPGA implementation tools do not support hardware AXI
interfaces with sub-byte width. Observing sparse matrix A, we could
pack our sub-byte elements into 32 bit elements, but this results in an
important trade-off. The CSR format we use means that any non-zero

sub-byte element will be packed into a non-zero 32 bit word that will
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Fig. 4. GEMM tiled-vectorized and SPMM tiled-streaming hardware.
Fig. 5. Main GEMM kernel.
need to be processed by the accelerator. If we follow this strategy, then
a sub-byte matrix sparsified to 99% will be converted into a packed
32 bit word matrix where most elements are non-zero, and the effects
of pruning will be diluted. Two possible alternatives are to lower the
level of packing for matrix A (for example, from 32 to 8 bit) or to use
structural pruning techniques to constrain pruning so non-zero values
are group together. This research uses Tensorflow that includes partial
support of structural pruning in Model Optimization extensions and the
details of how structural pruning can be used to increase the width
of the datapath and improve performance is investigated in Section 7.
Matrix B is simpler to deal with since it is a dense matrix and all
data has to be processed, and consequently we can simple packed into
32 bit widths to optimize the data transfers over the AXI interfaces
similarly to the GEMM hardware. Fig. 7 shows the interfaces used by
the SPMM HLS block using a 32 bit internal architecture. A 2 bit input
precision switches between 8 bit, 4 bit and 2 bit operating modes. Each
hardware thread has a set of interfaces to access A matrix data in CSR
format. One interface is shared between the hardware threads to B
6

dense data. Additional interfaces are used to define the matrix shape
and the number of non-zeros present in the sparse matrix A. Outputs
are generated independently by each thread with a 16 bit precision to
avoid possible overflows in hardware.

6. Performance and complexity analysis

To have a fair comparison between the SPMM and GEMM hard-
ware we have set the maximum matrix size for both accelerators to
4096*4096 32 bit words and obtain hardware that uses up the available
resources in the selected FPGA Zynq 7020. This means that further par-
allelism is not possible due to either logic, DSP or memory limitations.
The resources that limit further parallelism can be either DSP blocks,
LUTs or BRAMs and will depend on the design. This maximum matrix
sizes limit the value of BW to 16 for GEMM. The value of BH is set to
2 since a higher BH although it does not increase the amount of BRAM
needed, it fails to meet the timing constraints. The number of parallel
processes is set to 4 for SPMM. This immediately indicates an initial
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Fig. 6. GEMM hardware interfaces.

Fig. 7. SPMM hardware interfaces.

Table 1
Maximum matrix size supported.
Precision 32 bit 8 bit 4 bit 2 bit

Size 4096 × 4096 16384 × 16384 32768 × 32768 65536 × 65536

advantage for GEMM since it will be able to perform 16*2=32 parallel
32 bit operations. In comparison, SPMM is limited to 4 operations with
multiple data. Each of these operations multiplies 4, 8 or 16 values
depending on precision, so it is clear than lower precision hardware
results in higher parallelism and consequently higher performance.

Figs. 9 and 10 compares the resource requirements of GEMM and
SPMM for the multi-precision implementations. The GEMM implemen-
tation is BRAM limited and to increase the level of parallelism will
result in not enough BRAM resources available to store the active
chunk of matrix B. BRAM and LUTs limit SPMM, and adding additional
execution units is not possible due to these two constraints. GEMM
shows that BRAM utilization increases significantly when support for
4 bit and 2 bit arithmetic is needed, and this is the result of mapping
values to memory blocks, so that parallel reads are possible. The
final addition of 2 bit arithmetic support does not result in significant
complexity increase. The complexity of SPMM is dominated by the data
reading and preparation stages, and the complexity of the computation
stage remains largely invariant with the multi-precision hardware. The
maximum matrix sizes that can be multiplied for both SPMM and
GEMM depend on the active precision and are illustrated in Table 1.

To analyse performance we have obtained quantized and pruned
weight and activation data from the convolutional and LSTM layers of
the network of Section 3. We use QKERAS quantizers functions quan-
tized_bits for 8 and 4 bit precision and ternary for 2 bit and sparsity
is deployed with a polynomial decay starting at 50% and with a first
7

Fig. 8. Thread SPMM hardware.

Fig. 9. GEMM resource analysis.

step at 0.2*end_step. The end_step depends on the size of the training
data, the batch size and the number of training epochs. The final
sparsity is defined to values 90%, 95% and 99%. We then use Python
to transpose, reshape the weight data to obtain the full matrices. These
full matrices are packed into matrices with 32 bit values containing a
variable number of weights depending on precision and also processed
to obtain the corresponding CSR formatted matrices used by SPMM.
Fig. 11 compares the performance of GEMM and SPMM hardware as a
function of the hardware precision and the level of sparsity. The circles
indicate the crossing points between SPMM and GEMM. It can be seen
that SPMM outperforms GEMM for sparsity levels higher than around
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Fig. 10. SPMM resource analysis.

Fig. 11. GEMM vs SPMM hardware performance in Zynq7020.

70%, 90% and 95% for 8 bit, 4 bit and 2 bit precision respectively.
This shows that as the precision decreases the performance of the
SPMM hardware reduces compared with GEMM hardware, which is a
consequence of packing overheads. The reason is that in SPMM if 1% of
the numbers are non-zeros after packing, it is unlikely that these non-
zeros are packed together, so the number of non-zero values remains
largely constant and independent of the precision. The effect is that the
hardware efficiency with lower precision benefits from fewer transfers
of matrix B that packs values into 32 bit words but not from a lower
number of operations. In Section 7 we investigate how this can be
improved deploying the structural pruning available in the Tensorflow
model optimization extensions. On the other hand, GEMM can easily
increase the number of packed values in the 32 bit words, and this
means that with lower precision more values are packed together
without overheads. The efficiency of the GEMM hardware increases
with both a reduction in the number of transfers and a reduction in
the number of arithmetic operations.

In GEMM, we can reason that as the size of the maximum matrix
supported increases, the required BRAM increases proportionally and
this results in having to reduce the value BW that defines the amount
of compute parallelism present in the accelerator. On the other hand,
the architecture of SPMM means that performance is not affected by
the maximum size supported and it is just limited by the requirement
to buffer one full column of matrix B and matrix A values. This
organization means that SPMM is more effective with large matrix
sizes. Large matrix sizes are being shown relevant in the neural network
field especially with new architectures such as transformers [31]. These
advanced models try to solve the problem of long-term dependencies
using convolutional neural networks together with attention models
and could benefit from sparse arithmetic.
8

Fig. 12. Effects of structural pruning in network accuracy.

7. Structural pruning optimization

In the previous section we have identified that the sparse hard-
ware performance degrades compared with dense hardware with lower
precision arithmetic due to packing overheads. The quantized 2 bit
and 4 bit values are packed into 32 bit values and the nature of the
packing and pruning strategy means that in many cases only one active
non-zero value is present in the 32 bit pack and the rest of the pack
components are set to zero and do not contribute to the computation.
This hardware limitation has also been observed in GPUs and structural
pruning or block sparse techniques have been proposed to alleviate it.
In block sparse, pruning is applied in coarser block sizes that can be
defined by the designer. The version of Tensorflow 2.4.1 used in this
work supports block sparsity for two dimensional weights used by the
dense layers of the network. In this section we investigate the accuracy
and performance impact of structural pruning. We consider a block_size
value that defines the height and width of the block that should be used
during pruning. For the proposed SPMM architecture the optimal block
sizes are one dimensional since they ensure that the processing pipeline
is fill with active non-zero values. In the ternary 2 bit configuration and
with a 32 bit datapath width, the optimal block_size is (16, 1). Similarly
the optimal block_size for the quad and byte precisions are (8, 1) and
(4, 1) respectively.

Fig. 12 investigates the possible effects on network accuracy intro-
duced by the additional block sparsity constraint for different levels of
sparsity . We observe that for the block_sizes that the hardware can
benefit from, there is no impact on accuracy although this can degrade
significantly for larger block_sizes that will constraint the network
excessively. For example, we can observe in the figure that for the byte
precision blocking should not go higher than (4, 1) without negatively
affecting accuracy.

Figs. 13 and 14 compare the number of packed non-zero values that
must be processed by the hardware considering 32 bit and 8 bit packed
values. A lower value means that there will be fewer values that need
to be processed by the sparse multiplier hardware resulting in better
performance. The (1, 1) case corresponds to a configuration that does
not use block sparsity. In this scenario the number of active values
for the byte precision is comparable for the 32 bit and 8 bit packed
cases. This means the wider data-path will not result in performance
improvements. On the other hand, Figs. 13 and 14 show that block
sparsity at values of (4, 1) or higher significantly reduces the number
of values that must be processed by the SPMM hardware. If we compare
the number of active values for the 8 bit and 32 bit packing strategies,
we can observe that 32 bit packing clearly reduces the number of values
to be processed by a factor of 3–4 depending with block sizes larger
than (1, 1).
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Fig. 13. Effects of structural pruning in active 8 bit packed values.

Fig. 14. Effects of structural pruning in active 32 bit packed values.

Finally, Fig. 15 shows the performance and dense and sparse hard-
ware when this additional constrain of block sparsity is deployed.
Currently, structural pruning in Tensorflow only supports Dense 2D
layers and work is on-going to extend this feature to other layers. The
sparsity levels considered are of 90% for ternary, 95% for quad and
99% for byte. Fig. 15 shows that despite the significant pruning, for the
(1, 1) case the sparse hardware outperforms the dense hardware for the
quad and byte cases but for the ternary case this is not the case. Once
structural pruning is introduced all the sparse configurations perform
better than the dense hardware. The performance improvement is much
more modest than the reduction in number of active values. This can
be explained due the dataflow nature of the architecture that overlaps
computation with loading of the dense matrix. The interface used to
load the dense matrix is 32 bit and for higher levels of sparsity it
becomes the dominant factor limiting performance.

8. Performance modelling

In the previous section we have proposed two optimized archi-
tectures for GEMM and SPMM and analyse their performance when
deploying them in the same device. The architectures exploit coarse and
fine grain level parallelism and multiple precision levels. Overall, we
have observed that SPMM can outperform GEMM with levels of sparsity
higher than 70% (depending on arithmetic precision). We have also
seen that deploying structural pruning on the proposed architecture
can benefit SPMM performance significantly while it should have no
effect on GEMM. In this section we consider that an array of sparse and
dense accelerators are available in the SoC and we need to distribute
the workload so each computing resource can contribute to finalize the
task as early as possible. The workload consists of multiple network
9

Fig. 15. Structural pruning performance with 32 bit hardware.

Fig. 16. Dense performance dependencies.

layer with different shapes, sparsity levels and arithmetic precisions
so the preferred configuration depends on the layer. The variables
that will affect this workload balancing are: matrix size and shape,
sparsity level, structural pruning and arithmetic precision. To achieve
workload balancing we derive performance models that can be used
by the scheduler to calculate an optimal subdivision of work. We aim
at obtaining simple models that can be used at run-time to divide
the work. Analytical models can be derived using the performance
estimation available in the Xilinx toolset. However, these models tend
to underestimate the effects of memory accesses. An alternative is to
obtain measurements and derive use multiple linear regressions where
the multiple independent variables.

8.1. GEMM model

The performance model is defined by the sizes of the matrices being
multiplied. Different arithmetic precisions result in different levels of
packing into the 32 bit values so the effects of precision in performance
are already accounted for in the packed matrix size. To derive the
performance model we plot the execution time with different matrix
data in Fig. 16. The figure does not show any curvatures suggesting
that the relations are linear. On the other hand, the non-parallel lines
suggests product terms or interactions between the explanatory or
independent variables. The general equation is shown in Eq. (1). We
take multiple measurements and solve a linear regression problem to
obtain the coefficient values A, B and C and the constant D obtaining
a percentual error of 2.86%.

𝑝 = 𝐴 × 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 + 𝐵 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 + 𝐶 × 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 +𝐷 (1)
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Fig. 17. Dense model performance error.

Fig. 18. Sparse model performance error.

𝑝 = 0.020063584 × 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 + 0.041137792 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠

+ 0.000482719 × 𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 − 0.043234957
(2)

The performance model does not compute an absolute value of
performance since it ignores the number of columns of matrix B that is a
dense matrix for both operators. This is because the number of columns
of matrix B will scale the obtained performance index by the same
amount for sparse and dense so they will not vary the performance
relations of both operators that are required to achieve the workload
balancing. Fig. 17 shows the accuracy of this simple model for different
test points that correspond to matrix of different sizes.

8.2. SPMM model

The A matrix in SPMM is sparse and the number of rows and
columns are replaced by the number of non-zeros present in the CSR
structure. The number of columns in matrix A defines the vector length
from Matrix B that must be loaded into memory before computation
with non-zeros starts. The number of vectors present in matrix B is
defined by the width of Matrix B and it does not need to be considered
in the performance index value since it will affect in the same way
the performance of dense and sparse operators. The general equation
is shown in Eq. (3) where active_values are 32 bit values with non-
zero components. We follow the same process as the dense operator
to solve the linear regression problem and obtain the corresponding
coefficients.

𝑝 = 𝐴 × 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 + 𝐵 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 +𝐷 (3)

𝑝 = 0.001587 × 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 + 0.004734 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 + 1.356 (4)
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Fig. 18 shows the accuracy of this simple model for different test
points that correspond to matrix of different sizes. The average per-
cental error observe is 5.5%.

9. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have investigated the effects of deep pruning and
quantization on a motion detection application that uses convolution,
LSTM and dense layers with multiple heads and data capture from
accelerometers. The initial results have shown that under deep quanti-
zation and pruning LSTM layers are very effective at limiting accuracy
degradation. We have then proposed acceleration hardware for low-
cost FPGAs for dense and sparse matrix multi-precision multipliers
suitable for performing dense, LSTM and convolutional operations. The
results show that the sparse hardware cannot deploy the same level
of parallelism as the dense hardware at the same level of resource
usage. However, pruning enables the sparse operator to outperform
the dense multipliers. These hardware accelerators are relevant to
deploying large neural networks in resource constraint devices that will
be less suitable for dataflow models. In the dataflow model, dedicated
hardware exists for individual neurons allowing very high performance
but with high hardware requirements. Also in a dataflow model if
certain layers require longer processing time than others (e.g. recurrent
versus convolutional) the whole pipeline could stall. Our approach is
suitable for hybrid software–hardware neural networks where a stan-
dard microprocessor chooses which hardware engine GEMM or SPMM
to use depending on matrix size, precision and level of sparsity. For ex-
ample, small matrices with no pruning will favour GEMM while larger
matrices with pruning levels higher than 70%–80% can be mapped to
the SPMM accelerator. One of the advantages of this hybrid approach
is that novel techniques such as transformers can be easily deployed
in software without affecting the hardware accelerators. Our future
work involves deploying an array of dense and sparse accelerators as a
part of hardware library and use the performance models to schedule
operators to these accelerators to improve performance compared with
a homogeneous systems where a single type of accelerator is available.
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